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The ultim_ate Clash of th_e Titans, Alien rs Predator A ~ ~ -- , au: , 
potent m11 of top graplucs, ace gameplay and gore. : If huge sci-Ii adienturing based on alien 

• 
:_o;:::,::-:an:.:-:eh:':~~:1ers -• . , : in,asion tickles yer, then read on ... 
marine - and Immerse yourseH . • 
In wllat could very well pass · · ! ,,. we•re not entirely sure what the title 
tor a scene from Allens itself, ' ) • means but think of a masstve, futuristic 

The 3D engine has been designed specifically _ • RPG with an ln9eneous fighting system, 
for the game. creating an atmosphere that is as , • and you'll have a talrty accuarate 
tense and claustrophobic as any of the six films , ! picture of what Hyllrfd·Heaven Is all about. 
that the two mutants have 'starred' in between them. • There·s not quite as much freedom of movement as there is 

Each of the three characters {who all have their own • in something like Mario. but this is still far from linear. There's a 
distinct strengths and weaknesses) have different missions. with • maze.like fee l to the game and you really need to pay attention to what's 
various goals and objectives to reach , so there's more to it than just ! going on to pick up all the clues along the way 
killing or mutilating everything in sight. Saying that. it"s still based around • The fighting system is where HH really excels though - it's far easier 
a healthy degree of slaughter - which naturally, takes place in a suitably ♦ to get the hang of than the traditional form of RPG punch-up. and is as 
gruesome fashion. • accessible to shy first-timers as it is to role-playing veterans. The 

Central to the game is the sense of sheer pant-wet ting panic that it ! storyline current ly makes very little sense indeed, but there's still 
creates. primarily through the spectacular AL There's no time for hanging • plenty of time for the developers to worry about that ! 
around as you're constantly being hunted - not only are the • 
aliens able to track you down , they can also woii<. out the • 
quickest way of reaching you. ! 

Fortunately, there are a fair few weapons at your • 
disposal, including nearly all the ones from the films • 
Bung in the multi-player deathmatch mode as well. and • 
you've got yourself one tasty destruction-fest. • 

As you' ll probably notice in 'Coming Soon!' 
we were originally expecting this to be out in 

~~tn~~ ~::; ~~~i~ :r/~lease !8 

· Theattenliontodetail,thesuperb 
graphics. the tense gameplay, the 
varietyofbothsingleandmulti
playeroptionsandthechanceto 
actualtybeAlienorPredalor will 

.___.L!!J.._.■ all help to ensure that you're on to 
a good thing with AVP. 
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lt'sabout60", completesothere·s 
stillplentyoffine-tuningtodo,to 
getthatfightingsystemjustrighl. 
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